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The Launch was Patrex’s first release on City Wall
Records and has been given a new lease of life from
some of the labels regular artists. A variety of styles
are exemplified here from the industrial interlocking
grooves of Tuomas Rantanen, to the progressive acid
of Nelman, to the driving kick drums of Ross Harper.
Patrex says that the loops behind The Launch were
some of the first he ever came up with so this is a
special track for him. Meanwhile his latest work on City
Wall Records “The Planets EP Part 2” is attracting
support from a host of names including Lars Klein and
Patrick DSP! But it’s not just City Wall that has picked
up on Patrex’s talents and so expect to see releases
from him on a variety of other labels in the coming
months too.

The Launch (Tuomas Rantanen Remix)
An industrial clock work of interlocking grooves weaved through the Patrex original core percussive loop. Waves of
crispy distortion add aesthetics while a nifty rhythm change after the breakdown keeps things rocking. The final
section sees haunting pads rise through the haze. Epic and not to be missed.

The Launch (Nelman Remix)
Nelman adds a massive acid twist to really make this his own while the thumping beats and top notch percussions
keep it moving. Meanwhile the pad lines from the original are weaved in nicely throughout but it is in the second
section when the acid line lifts off that things really become ablaze.

The Launch (Ross Harper Remix)
Here the pads of the original are mashed into new rhythmic patterns are set against a kinda tough riding tech house
beat. Things are wound down temporarily in the mid-section before a smashing drop takes things back to the beat
and an intense acid squelch takes the lead.
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